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Prez sez                 ed sed
Hi Members,

Now winter is with us, the number of events are down, 
although many of  this year's events are quality events de-
serving support for the effort the organisers have put into 
them. 

We wish all those lucky enough to be able to travel to the 
European Citroën 100th Anniversary events and the 2CV 
World Meeting in Croatia, an enjoyable and stress free ad-
venture.

Thanks to Helen Cross and David Gilbert for providing im-
ages and text about our major local event "Teddie's Terrific 
Tour" and "Cit-in 2019" held in Katanning WA.

Also thanks to Graeme Dennes for researching the fea-
tures of the Solex carburettor used on 2CV's. Graeme 
could not find this info in any of the usual manuals and 
guides, and although the article appeals to a limited au-
dience (2CV tinkerers), it is the sort of information that 
needs to be put in the public domain, so more please from 
other expert members.

Perhaps surprisingly with Max's book review, members are 
being reminded that the Club has a library, that is constant-
ly being updated as new books on the marque become 
available.

Speaking of books, we have included some information on 
Geoff Webber's new book, (page 35) hot off the press, but 
not seen yet. We  will read it as soon as possible and pro-
vide a review to members.

Finally the gossip, rumour has it that PSA (Peugeot-Citroën), 
after the financial success of taking over Opel-Vauxhall, are 
contemplating aquiring Jaguar Land-Rover from Tata of In-
dia. This makes a lot of sense, since "Peugeot Engines" sup-
ply many engines and transmissions to Jaguar Land-Rover. 
The depressing news from the May car sales is that Mase-
rati sales are struggling, but that Citroën were outsold by 
Maserati.

Russell Wade.

PREZ SEZ

This year is really rocketing along. Already we have had 
some great club events and there are some new members 
cars in the club to admire. Helen and I have been to W.A to 
the Cit-in and the Teddie-Tour, followed by the post Cit-in 
run organised by the W.A. club.

This was followed by the weekend run to Trentham 
which turned into a great weekend with some long time 
Citroënists who turned up and enjoyed meeting fellow club 
members.  As I write this, we are preparing our annual June 
Long Weekend event. This year will be in Horsham and I 
clearly remember the last JLWE to Horsham, we had snow 
falling on the road up to Ballarat. Driving our Big Six Trac-
tion with snowing covering the scuttle air vent and covering 
the bonnet was a great memory. Be assured as President I 
will attend every event I can.

The new committee is gradually settling in and I am sure 
you will find the new committee members who were elect-
ed or appointed will do a great job for CCOCA. They will 
have to do without me helping locally because our overseas 
trip is about to start. So please try and attend an upcoming 
event to meet them in person. If we can’t attract members 
to come to monthly meetings I feel that we may have to 
consider stopping these at some stage.

I have been helping club members buy or sell cars, and there 
is a steady stream of interest for old Citroëns. The most 
popular is still the 2CV I would say, but certainly Tractions 
follow closely and our latest run of power steering kits have 
been snapped up. This hopefully means more Tractions on 
the road.

At least three of our members have accidently not renewed 
their club permits and have had to go through the stress 
and expense of getting their cars back on club permit. This 
usually requires a full Road-worthy certificate being issued 
and an inspection by a CCOCA Safety Officer. A new full 
set of photos is also expected for the register we have to 
maintain for VicRoads.

Personally, the Monkey Van ( our 1954 2CV Slough van ) has 
finally received a fresh coat of paint. It will go back 
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Chit Chat Tuesday.
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General Meeting.                     TBA
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General Meeting.                    Ian Macdermott, (driveshafts). Page 9.

Boy's Day Out.

Chit Chat Tuesday.

Scenic Drive/Lunch                 Marg Towt's property "The Swamp" Page 10.

General Meeting                     Bob Herbert, Citroën 100 Year Celebration                                                                                                                                      
                                                   in France/2CV World Meeting.

Boy's Day Out.
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Prez sez CONTINUED

SEPTEMBER

under the covers until after our overseas run. I have been 
working on our DS 21 also, and I am looking forward to that 
being another usable club car.

Citroën Australia are slowly getting their act together in 
Australia and I believe will be involved with the Motorclas-
sica Citroën display that both CCCV/CCOCA delegates are 
helping set up. This will be to celebrate 100 years of Citroën 
in Australia – so, if at all possible, I encourage you to attend 
this event this year and help make the clubs’ efforts a suc-
cess.

Ted Cross

President.
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                     BAstille dAY luNCh    

MONTH  AUGUST 
EVENT: General Meeting 28 August 

Guest Speaker  Ian Macdermott 
TOPIC:  Traction Drive Shaft Issues 
 

 
 

After difficulty fitting new drive shafts to his 11BL, Ian will discuss 
why the shape of the inner universal joints was a problem, how he 
modified them to fit, and the logic behind the way he did this. 
 

RSVP:  Preferred Helen Cross crossfam@ozemail.com.au 
 
 
 
 

                                                       8

CCCV have invited CCOCA to join them for lunch at the Flinders Hotel on Sunday 
14th of July 2019. We will meet at the Hotel prior to 12 noon.

Seats are strictly limited and pricing will depend on numbers. Numbers less than 
35 will attract an A 'la Carte Luncheon. With numbers over 35 there will be a set 2 
course menu of Entree and main or main and desert for $55.00

Drinks are not included.

Bookings are essential and must be made by the Sunday 7th of July 2019.

Please RSVP Ian Downie on 0452 411 104 or blueduck1949@gmail.com                                                                                                              
.........................................................................................................................................................

                   9
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The Burke & Wills Citroen Expedition 

For those of you who own a Citroen and have an interest in the 
escapades of Burke and Wills, Ken and Chris Johnson are 

organising a Tour which follows their route in Victoria. 

This Tour is for Citroen enthusiasts and as such participants will 
need to drive a Citroen. The year and model are irrelevant. There 

will be no exceptions to this proviso.

 
We will start at Royal Park Melbourne and finish in Swan Hill. 

The dates are Sunday 27 Oct 2019 till Wednesday 30 Oct 2019. 

We will overnight in Heathcote, Boort and Swan Hill. Each person 
will be responsible for organising their accommodation. Chris will 

provide you with the preferred accommodation details when 
you make contact. 

 

We will enjoy evening meals together in the camp kitchen and 
each person will need to provide their own food and drinks.  

There will be entertainment each evening. 
 

 We will stop to purchase lunch, morning and afternoon tea and  
there may also be a winery or two to visit! 

 

The cost is $20.00 per car. 
 

Please contact Chris if you wish to come along on 0488 992 714 
 
 

NB   Chris will be unavailable between 2 July and 10 August. 

 

 

 

MONTH  SEPTEMBER 
 
EVENT:           Scenic Drive/ Picnic /BBQ and (weather permitting) 
                       Citroen Polo Gymkana at Marg Towt’s property 
                       ‘The Swamp’. 

We will meander through some of the most beautiful rural 
valleys to the south east of Whittlesea and ‘The Swamp’. 

WHEN:  Sunday 22 September 
TIME:  Meet at 10.30 am 
WHERE:              Ferguson Park Pre School  4 Graysharps Road, Hurstbridge 
DESTINATION:  ‘The Swamp’  290 Wallan Road, Whittlesea 
RSVP: Essential Monday 16 September 
 

BRING: Bring food, drink, table, chairs, everything for a picnic/BBQ 
CONTACT:  Marg Towt  0408 373 181 marg.towt@bigpond.com  
 
After arriving at Marg’s place for a Picnic/ BBQ Lunch there will be a surprise 
activity for those who want a challenge for the day. 
 

The Swamp is an old original creek bed, silted up over hundreds of years and 
occasionally floods with heavy rains. 

When inundated it supports significant wildlife and is a benchmark for high 
water at Whittlesea. 

 

NB. You will need to refuel at either Eltham or Diamond Creek as there are no 
fuel or toilets in Hurstbridge. 

                                                      10
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Wonderfull weather for the Trentham weekend, 
with the rendevous and starting point at the Stables 
Cafe, in Malmsbury, only renamed (changed hands) 
from the Moto Bean Cafe a couple of weeks earlier. 
All the motoring paraphernalia had  gone with the 
previous  proprietor

The Cafe is shown on the left with the starters (oth-
ers joined later)  enjoying morning tea. 

Just over the road in the park, is the historic 1860 
Malmsbury Viaduct, above, one of several very Eng-
lish style Viaducts on the Melbourne to Bendigo  rail 
link, not all in current use.

A scenic drive to the Trentham falls, still with a very 
mediocre flow of water over them, several more 
joining the team for the photo lineup with the falls in 
the background, Kay showing her 2CV jumper.

Then off to the Radio Springs Hotel, for the car line 
up and photos, several more members joined at this 
point. Lunch at the Hotel followed, see page 14.

        TRENTHAM wEEKEND 18-4-2019

Photo line up, the 
GS and   Xantia 
were on the right of 
the top line up. 

Three others, the 
C5, C4 and blue 
2CV were not able 
to fit in the lineup.

To the left. Seeing 
this was the actual 
election Saturday, 
Helen did a good 
imitation of a poli-
tician by hugging 
an unrelated baby, 
while Ted looks a 
smidge concerned.

                   13                                                       12
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On day two of our Trentham run 
we were joined by several other 
parties who decided to make a day 
of it on the Sunday. After break-
fast at Red Beard café (something 
of a Trentham institution) some 
of us hit the quaint shopping strip 
in town while others headed up 
to Geoff Scott’s new abode. Local 
Leon Sims also joined us there, 
and we were treated to an ex-
tended tour of Maison de Scott (a 
new French inspired villa) and his 
beautiful Amilcar collection, as 
well as vintage solex, bicycles and 
more. Overall a relaxing week-
end catching up with like-minded 
souls, and well attended.

Tim Cottrell.

We must thank Tim Cottrell and 
Kathy Friday for organising the 
weekend, assisted by locals, Colin 
and Ann Hague.               
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Top, stylish sedan and utility, while above, can you get the connection between  a model steam 
boat and a Citroën Safari? neither can I. The Safari had been loaned to the participants  to trans-
port the model boat and tow a trailer full of motorcycles down from NSW. Great to see a classic 
load lugger being put to good use.

Germany versus France, no not the World Cup but on the track at Winton. The Heinkel Kabine 153 
streaking away from the Citroën B12, while the Messerchmitt KR200 struggles to keep up.

Below. A quartet of Ansair Flxible (Pioneer) coaches travel cautiously to avoid running over the 
Messecshmitt or Heinkel. Amazingly, these buses date back 60 years, when an imported unit (pro-
totype of the 131 Melbourne built versions) first hit the road in Australia in 1949.

A penny for his thoughts. Do I need a shoe 
horn or slimming pills to fit in that?

The owner explaining the good points of the 
Messerchmitt to interested onlookers.
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Upper left. Two more views of 
the Citroën B12, on NSW his-
toric plates, and upper right an-
other local D.

Above. The ultimate embarass-
ment, having been invited to 
run your vintage Morgan in the 
parade laps, the front wheel 
falls off.

Left. A sporting version of? yes 
he is trying to read the tattered 
badge shown in the insert. If 
you are also having trouble 
reading the badge, it is a Eng-
lish Crossley.  The fat tyres and 
waterski mudguards, hint at a 
later rebody as a sporting car.

Vintage and Classic caravans are becoming more popular, as a practical thing to put behind, 
and/or match your classic car as well as for use at weekend events. This year saw the best 
turnout  of caravans at Winton. Below right, one is being put to good use dispensing coffee.

The diversity never ceases to amaze, the home brewed Volkswagen beetle panel van, very 
well made, while the Bren Gun carrier did not take part in the parade lap.

Below. A couple of perfect pairs, with two E type Jaguar coupes on the left, and a matching 
pair of Ford Falcon GT's on the right.

                               19                                                       18
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               TEDDIE'S TOUR AND CIT-IN 2019

Top.  Relieving the stress of getting to the rendevous/starting point at Marong, Helen sympathises 
with the hard working donkey while Potsy willingly takes over it's role, with Chris and Ted in the 
donkey cart.

While below, the fleet is ready to go, including the Transit camper (of Ferdi and Karin) in the back-
ground.

          THE TRIP TO CIT-IN IN KATANNING IN WA, 

          APRIL 2019                              By David Gilbert

Suzy and I set off two weeks before the Cit-In in our 1948 Traction and joined others participating 
in Teddie's Terrific Tour in Quorn on the Sunday night. There were about 12 or 15 in the group 
when we joined Helen and Ted, including from NSW, Vic, Qld and Tassie and had arrived in 
Quorn via Ouyen and Burra. Others had travelled earlier and others would follow later. On 
the Monday morning we set off early because we would be slower than the others and didn’t 
want to hold anyone up. Down through the beautiful Pitchie Ritchie Pass, through Pt Augusta 
and Whyalla for a lunch stop in Cowell where we started to get into the swing of travelling 
alongside this great group of people. Pt. Lincoln loomed up amid countryside of great beauty 
and diversity and finally into Coffin Bay, named by Mathew Flinders after the Admiral who 
had supported him in preparing for his great voyage of discovery and enquiry resulting in the 
mapping of the Australian coastline.

We all spent two nights in Coffin Bay – if you’ve never been there, you should do it! The Coffin 
Bay National Park is staggeringly spectacular. The sunset over this vast network of bays and 
inlets was breathtaking and we all competed to take the best photo to capture the spirit of 
that amazing time.

The Wednesday morning saw us off and away up the coast to Ceduna for the night, great 
weather, and wonderful rolling farmland, then further west the next day, passing the Head 
of the Bight to Eucla where we enjoyed roving around the old Telegraph Station now nearly 
completely buried in the drifting sands. The breakers roll up the beach 500metres away 
gradually eroding the jetty which was once the lifeline to this remote place, so vital in keeping 
communications open.

Problems emerged for several of our party. Peter and Kate from Vic. developed an ignition 
failure in their GS, so it was sent back to Melbourne on a tray truck. They bought a Holden in 
Ceduna to contnue the trip. Serge and Greg from Qld. in their modern Citroën developed an 
hydraulic problem and after a temporary fix, headed off non-stop to Perth. Ferdi and Karin 
Saliba from Melbourne had a camper van and after the second blowout, bought four new 
tyres. Ray potts and David McAdam were literally flying in their 2CV, when a truck whooshed 
past and sucked the roof off. All these troubles occurred with a minimum of anxiety; such is 
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the can-do nature of these people, with the support of others in the group. This is the best part 
of these adventures – the opportunity to see our wonderful country and to share experiences 
with a caring group of genuine people. Whilst mentioning troubles, Kay and Robert Belcourt 
didn’t even leave home in their intended mount, so they just loaded everything into their blue 
Megane and headed off.

After Eucla; Caiguna and Norseman on the western edge of the Nullarbor. Light rain in the 
afternoon coming in to Caiguna created warm puddles on the road attracting hundreds of 
kangaroos and the consequent driving hazard. In Norseman our trusty Traction caught a 
puncture. Whilst changing the wheel, I was assisted by an enthusiastic bushy wearing boots, 
gaiters, a shady bush hat and the tiniest pair of black undies you’ve ever seen. He was a fright, 
but a genuine bloke. As we bid him farewell, he said “there’s a few of us Aussies left”. 

This is where we parted company with the main group who headed north to Kalgoorlie then 
down for a couple of days in Perth before getting back down to Katanning. Suzy and I headed 
south to Esperance. Passing through Salmon Gum we stopped at a small servo on the off 
chance that someone could repair our punctured tube. To cut a long and delightful story short 
this resulted in us ferrying a load of jam jars down to ‘Tim’ in Esperance, and us, together with 
Liz and John (also travelling our way) attending the meeting of the WA Veteran Car Club and a 
casserole dinner. More of this another time. At the meeting we met ‘Bill’ who arranged for the 
tube to be repaired the next morning and the refusal to accept any payment.

The south coast of WA is a joy to behold. A gentle landscape, with lush pasture and towering 
forests of Tingle, Kauri, and other eucalypts large and small making up one of the most diverse 
bio-diversities on earth. Albany is a prosperous regional city, a rural service centre, and the site 
of Australia’s last whaling station. Princess Royal Harbour is vast and protected – no wonder it 
was the place where the great convoys departed for the First World War. The first two fleets 
carried 42,000 men and 13,000 horses to Gallipoli, Egypt and the Middle-East. Only a third of 
the men returned unscathed, and very sadly, only one horse. We experienced the sobering 
‘Field of Light’ at dusk, one illuminated globe for every man. The Anzac memorial is one of the 
most emotional places one could hope to experience. Real voices telling real stories read from 
real letters. Go there.

Eventually on Friday 19th April, 13 days after leaving Adelaide and about 4000 km on the clock 
from home, we had the thrill of driving into Katanning and spending the evening with new 
friends and old. If you’ve been to a Cit-In you’ll know what I mean, if you haven’t been, then I 
implore you to make the effort – you’ll be rewarded beyond belief.  Ray Potts was their with a 
new sheet aluminium roof firmly screwed on all round.

The Saturday morning dawned sunny but with a 4 degree nip in the air as I polished the car 
ready for the Show and Shine in the main street opposite the Town Hall. The whole town 
turned out to see us – friendly and interested. How many of us were there? I reckon around 
20 older Citroëns, including 3 tractions (two from Perth), only one or two Ds, a GS, 2CVs of-
course and a magnificent SM, and about an equal number of newer Citroëns. The Saturday 
night dinner was in the Old Mill, a beautifully restored flour mill adapted as a boutique 
hotel, bars, coffee shop, and function facilities. Exquisitely designed and detailed, this place 
would be at home in any of the world’s great cities: quite remarkable and a big surprise.

Sunday saw us gather for the ubiquitous Observation Run through rolling countryside to Lake 
Dumbleyung, the site where Sir Donald Campbell achieved the world water speed record 
in the Bluebird in December 1964. As an aside, most of us were suffering from a bad case 
of the runs, thought (erroneously) to have resulted from something we had eaten the night 
before. Our resident doctor, investigated but found others in the town not attending Cit-In 
also were affected, so the considered verdict was – “who knows!” Anyway we all recovered.

Sunday night, again a wonderful dinner at the Mill, where we learned that next year’s Cit-In 
will be at Cowra, west of Sydney – so plan now and book in early. Back at the Mill again for a 
joyous breakfast and farewells. Some headed east across the Nullarbor again, others joined 
the 10 day post Cit-In tour, visiting the Margaret River area and the beautiful South Coast 
which Suzy and I had visited before the Cit-In. Colin and Bron Cooter headed for Perth after 
a few days and trained it back to Adelaide. The Beswicks did part of the post-tour before 
parking their newly painted CX in Perth and heading for Europe.

Suzy and I embarked upon the next phase of our adventure, visiting long-lost relatives 
in Williams, an old friend in Eagle Bay and finally to Perth where we stayed with a very 
hospitable ‘Amilcar’ mate who congratulated us on our courageous trip across the desert. 
He then introduced us to his MG TC and admitted he and his wife had driven the car to 
Sydney 14 times, as well as all around the US and Canada, before shipping it to the UK 
and Europe, then to New Zealand, back to Sydney and across to Perth after 9 months of 
continuous travel. So in finishing a wonderful holiday we were left with a challenge and a 
great sense of optimism.

Finally to say, thankfully and gratefully, our faithful Traction, which we’ve had now for over 
50 years performed without any fault or failure. It is coming back on a road transport and 
we flew.

These are my memories of a great event and a great adventure. Others may remember 
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detail differently, and some will probably find errors of fact or omission, but hopefully 
most will agree with the sentiment that the Cit-In journeys are a genuine highlight of our 
year. We are privileged to be able to participate. Apologies for names not mentioned, but 
without doubt you are all great people. Thanks particularly to Helen Cross for organising 
the pre tour and to Jack Gibney and the Perth Crew for a great event and for the after 
tour.

P.S. The Presidents’ meeting resolved that future Cit-Ins need not necessarily be held 
at Easter time. The organising Club will have the ability to vary the date about a month 
either side of Easter at its discretion, provided that in excess of 12 months’ notice be 
given.

David and Suzy Gilbert

CCSA and CCOCA

..............................................................................................................................................

On the right, is the Classic Queensland built Murrumba Star fibreglass caravan behind the 
C5, and like some Citroën models, it was considered a touch ahead of its time and also too 
expensive to build.

 The top half moulding of the caravan, was also used on the even rarer Linda Star slide on 
camper, shown on the left.

Having the story by David and Suzy Gilbert and the images by Helen Cross, rather than 
try to fit photos to text, I have just selected an interesting range of images that follow the 
story.

                                                                                                                         Russell. Editor.

Above. Crossing the Murray river into South Australia, 
by ferry at Waikerie.

Above right. The Cross C4 about to start the Nullarbor 
crossing.

Right. Like a European border crossing, the border 
crossing from South Australia to the Wild West.

Below. Various traffic hazards in the west, the 
kangaroo taking its chances during daytime, 
apparently seduced by the puddles of rainwater on 
the road following a recent shower.

Lower right. The Royal Flying Doctor sign denotes a 
section of road where an R.F.D.S plane might land. 
That is not a pedestrian crossing in the right image, 
but denotes the start of the emergency runway.
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Above. In the west the only size 
that matters is big, with Ted stand-
ing in the loader bucket, (details 
of which are shown on the right) 
in Kalgoorlie.

Left.  Kay and Helen wonder what 
goes on in this place, also in Kal-
goorlie.

Below left.  In York other classics 
are spotted running around town, 
such as this 1910 International 
Harvester Auto Buggy, from the 
York Motor Museum.

Top right. Dinner in the company 
of a local Traction in Katanning.

Lower right. The number of par-
ticipants had swelled somewhat 
as the West Australians joined in, 
as shown by this casual photo op 
in Katanning.
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Top left. The person on the right is Jack 
Gibney, the chief organiser of this 2019 
Cit-in in Katanning.

Upper right. The replica of the Bluebird 
boat, that Donald Campbell used to reach 
444.71 kph in 1964 at Lake Dumbleyung.

Right and above. The Cape Leeuwin light-
house, on what is considered the most 
south-westerly point of Australia.

Top. Other classics the Club met up with 
in WA.

Above. Classic accomodation in a DC3 
with an extension attached to the door, 
probably with toilet and bathroom.

Right. Sunset being enjoyed and observed 
at Smokey Bay on the way home.

Below. An 18 kph obstacle on the long 
road home.
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Now that the earlier Citroën XM's (up-
per left) have achieved Classic status (25 
to 30 years old) in Australia, they deserve 
another look.

Produced from 1989 to 2000, a total of 
only 333.405 were sold, even though it was 
voted European Car of The Year in 1990, 
beating the new Mercedes Benz SL (R129) 
shown on the left.

Below that is a prototype for the XM in 3 
box sedan form, Styled by Bertone in Italy 
as a development of the BX.  This was too 
much like its arch rival the Peugeot 605 
(shown below it) so the XM was given a 
hatchback style instead of a boot (bottom 
left and lower). 

The bottom right, black car is the front 
view of the Peugeot 605, not as low at the 
front as the XM, as seen on the two silver 
cars, lower left

 605

 XM

 XM

 605

   XM Prototype
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The styling was themed to look aggresive, 
while having ample rear space, as well as 
higher rear seats to make it suitable as 
French Ministerial transport. It has been 
refered to by design critic Jonathan Meades 
as "the last Gothic car".

Unfortunately, the origami style was already 
falling from fashion when the XM was in-
troduced, so it's distinctly left wing style 
put something of a damper on sales, which 
ceased in 2000 leaving a gap of 5 years in 
the top of the big Citroën range untill the 
C6 came along. The C5 partly filled this gap 
although it's rounded styling made it look 
smaller than it really was.

In 1994 a facelifted version was introduced, 
losing the squared dashboard and Citroën 
trademark single spoke steering wheel, 
shown second from top image.  Another 
minor but distinctive change was that the 
earlier versions had the chevrons left of 
centre. The facelifted version shown centre 
right now has the chevrons in the centre 
of the grille, and the much more rounded 
dashboard with an airbag steering wheel, 
shown below centre right.

The CX had been considered somewhat 
underpowered, so a V6 (the first since the 
SM) was introduced to speed things up,  and 
as you can see by the bottom image, some 
wags even tried to race the XM. The CX 
had also been considered a little "roly poly" 
on corners, so the XM  incorporated the 
first version of the "active electronically 
controlled suspension", often troublesome, 
and later in improved form, seen in the 
smaller Xsantia. With hindsight some of the 
more reliable valves etc from the Xsantia 
have been retrofitted to XM's to improve 
their reliability.

        thirtY YeArs of the CitroËN XM  

           MAY 1989 to MAY 2019   
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In France the Ambulance Services are all 
privately owned, so those in the more 
prosperous cities have better vehicles 
than the rustic vehicles of the providers 
in the sleepy little villages.

The CX being longer and lower than the 
DS started this style competition amongst 
the Ambulance Services, with an example 
shown top left

The XM Break or wagon came in several 
variants, the green one on the left is a 
service van/wagon with a raised roof and 
a longer rear overhang to improve rear 
space.

Below it, is an ambulance built on a nor-
mal wagon with short overhang, while the 
one below that is built on a service wagon 
with the long overhang.

Bottom left is a fresh body built on the 
back, looking very similar to ambulances 
we had here years ago.

Performance is not the highest priority in 
France, so they would almost certainly be 
fitted with the most powerful diesel avail-
able, rather than the expensive to run but 
fast V6.

The ultimate incarnations of these final 
efforts of the coachbuilders to produce 
stylish commercial vehicles, were the six 
wheel style ambulances shown upper 
right.  

These were claimed to be able to trans-
port  four patients at the same time. The 
two vehicles upper right look similar al-
though they are not, but the clever use 
of black paint transforms the appearance.
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The Fench enthusiasm for 
Citroën 6 wheelers is ap-
parently brought about by 
the ease  with which anoth-
er axle and wheels can be 
added to the rear self level-
ing hydraulic system, giving 
a massive increase in load 
carrying capacity. The coach-
builders also built 6 wheeled 
van versions (yellow on low-
er right) to carry specilised 
loads. By the time of  the C5, 
a few small ambulances were 
built (below), but the larger 
one ton vans had improved 
in comfort, performance, 
safety credentials, and, be-
ing cheaper they took over 
the ambulance market. Some 
dreamers  still thought of 
converting the expensive C6 
to a wagon or large van/am-
bulance. See the two lower  
images, photo shopped? 

                          worKiNg XM's 
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With its edgy lines, as opposed to the bland 
jelly mould styling becoming the new norm 
in the early nineties, the XM was often used 
as a style prop in France, as in the top image 
for a clothing advertisement shows.

Quite a few French Artisans could not re-
sist taking their tinsnips and welding torch 
to the XM, perhaps the last of the distinctly 
styled Citroën's before the rounded com-
puter generated shapes took over.

The coupe version looks very good, but the 
market for large coupes was  limited, and   
dominated by the Germans.

Those lucky enough to have a Villa on the 
Cote d'azure, and needing a convertible 
for summer cruising had plenty of smaller 
cheaper convertibles to choose from. This 
made the notion of an expensive "one off" 
Citroën XM convertible an idea rather than 
a reality.

There was a much better chance for the  
stretch limos built on the XM, the top of 
the Citroën range, being a commercial suc-
cess. Of course there were a few chancers 
who thought they could do better, with 
the open topped tourist/parade  stretched 
stretch XM limo, shown bottom.
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               101 other thiNgs                                                                                                                                           
               to do with AN XM 
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SOLEX 26/35 CSIC Dual Choke Carburettor

By Graeme Dennes

This brief article is intended to provide a quick reference to the fuel jets and adjust-
ment screws of the Solex 26/35 CSIC dual-choke carburettor. This was fitted to the 
2CV from 1978 onwards.

The first photo looks downwards from above the carburettor with the top cover 
removed.

The second photo looks at the side face of the carburettor which faces the front of 
the vehicle. For reference, the accelerator and choke cables attach to the carburet-
tor fittings on the right-hand side of both photos.

The items numbered are as follows:

    1.     Secondary choke.

    2.     Secondary choke air mixture jet.

    3.     Secondary choke main jet (at bottom of fuel bowl).

    4.     Accelerator pump injector.

    5.     Primary choke.

    6.     Primary choke air mixture jet/emulsion tube.

    7.     Primary choke main jet (at bottom of fuel bowl).

    8.     Idle speed adjustment screw.

    9.     Slow speed idle jet.

    10.   Idle mixture adjustment screw.
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             soleX 26/35 CsiC dual Choke Carburettor             
KNow Your
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100 ans Citroën or could be read as Citroën 100 ans.

Whichever way, this beautifully presented book celebrates 100 years of the CITROËN 
marque that encapsulates all that we love and admire.

That love and admiration for me anyway is somewhat dissipated with the book writ-
ten in French.

For me this is unfortunately a coffee table refugee.

There is not a hint, jot, iota of any English subtitles as there can be found in other 
French automobile publications.

It beats me why this is so as the Citroën world is just that….a world class car with 
universal acclaim, but a jingoist coterie of authors deny us the pleasure of an English 
version.

The authors Serge Bellu, Oliver de Serres and Sylvain Reisser together with the pub-
lisher E.T.A.I. have compiled 100 years of Citroën history.

Just by the very nature of cramming 100 years into 400 pages, the book is con-
densed….a potted history if you will. Neither fish nor fowl.

There are eight pages from Genisis to today, and it is hemmed in tight with photos 
and script.

Any book on the Citroën marque is an unavoidable attraction to me, and my hand 
darts immediately towards my wallet before my head deems otherwise.

I had not seen anywhere a critique or review of 100 ans Citroën but I didn’t care….I 
had to have a copy.

It whets the appetite but does not satisfy my craving.

My book and three others were purchased through a bookseller in the U.S.A who 
has a strong relationship with the publisher. It is a high priced tome and you can ap-
preciate that in its presentation. Perhaps the authors and publisher knew they had a 
captive market as the cost was aimed at that target. It didn’t take long for the book 
to be discounted. So perhaps it can be seen that the original enterprise was over 
optimistic.

Would I recommend this book to you? yes I would, but you really have to be totally 
enamoured with the marque and hang the expense.

Max Lewis.                                                Book and slip cover shown on the right.

                                         BooK reView 

                               100 ANs CitroëN
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123ignition Australia
Classic looks with modern performance and reliability.
Suites most classic/historic cars
16 selectable advance curves
Easy timing with built-in LED
Smooth engine torque curve
Stronger spark at all speeds
Lower fuel consumption
Variable dwell-angle
Simple installation
Maintenance-free
Less emissions
Better starting

Ted Cross (Vic.) 0400 592 208 or ted@123ignition.com.au
www.123ignition.com.au

**Australia’s 
only authorised
import agent.

Also available:
NEW 123 / TUNE
Computerised tuning for 
even greater control.
Also: Bluetooth control
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